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INTRODUCTION

The ‘Red Tape’ Burden on the Australian Economy 

Excessive regulation or ‘red tape’ stifles job creation, reduces investment, lowers innovation and lessens 
productivity. Red tape refers to the counterproductive restrictions or reporting requirements placed on 
individuals, businesses and organisations that deliver less public benefit than the costs of complying with 
and enforcing those restrictions or reporting requirements. 

Some degree of regulation is, of course, a necessary and desirable component of establishing efficient 
markets and harmonious communities that promote substantial positive benefits for society as a whole. But 
excessive red tape quickly becomes detrimental because it detracts from productivity and ultimately lowers 
the standard of living of all Australians.

The Productivity Commission has estimated that reducing the burden of unnecessary red tape could 
generate as much as $12 billion in extra gross domestic product per year. 

For individuals and businesses, every hour spent dealing with red tape comes at the expense of useful work 
time or time spent with family and friends. The more regulation that government imposes on individuals and 
businesses the more time, money and effort that gets diverted from real work or family time to filling in forms 
for bureaucrats in Canberra.

Efficient market economies rely on stable and predictable governance frameworks, such as the right to private 
property and rules to create a basis for trust in dealing with counterparties. In financial markets, for example, 
laws that promote competitive neutrality and transparency around the handling of commercially-sensitive 
information engender investor confidence and appetite for both investment and market transactions.

The challenge for any government committed to creating jobs and dynamic industries is to put in place only 
those regulations that promote higher positive returns to society vis-a-vis the costs to individuals, business 
and the economy as a whole of complying with those regulations. 

There are, in short, trade-offs in curtailing or restricting activities through new regulations against the wider 
benefits from imposing them. Striking the right balance can be assisted through cost-benefit analysis. 

Regulation that fails the costbenefit test results in longer term costs to individuals, businesses and society. 
For example, unnecessarily burdensome reporting requirements in an industry may do little to foster higher 
compliance with given standards, but will limit new or further investment if the regulatory compliance costs 
more than offset the potential returns of that investment. 

This example also highlights the important distinction that should be drawn between regulations which 
specify required standards and those which specify how compliance with those standards will be monitored, 
assessed and enforced. The imposition of standards by the community need not automatically also entail 
onerous reporting requirements to establish compliance with those standards.

A key problem confronting Australia’s competitiveness is the substantial economy-wide cost of regulation. 
Excess red tape is symptomatic of an approach to governance focused more on process and bureaucracy 
than productivity. 
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In 2007, Labor promised a ‘one in, one out’ rule for new regulations. But since coming to office, the Rudd-
Gillard Government has added nearly 800 pieces of legislation and published nearly 21,000 legislative 
instruments and repealed just 104. That’s not ‘one-in one-out,’ it is 200 in for every one out.

The Rudd-Gillard Government has introduced substantial pieces of economic intervention such as the 
carbon and minerals resource rent taxes, the Fair Work Act, new child care and aged care regulations, and 
the Future of Financial Advice changes. 

By any standards, this is a marked increase in red tape. 

In many cases, important new regulations have been exempted from the Government’s own regulatory 
assessment processes, which are supposed to guard against illdesigned or unnecessarily burdensome 
approaches to regulation. The Rudd-Gillard Government has also repeatedly ignored regulatory impact 
assessment requirements. This includes the frequent use of Prime Ministerial exemptions for exceptional 
circumstances without any justification as to why such exemptions have been given. 

Labor has failed to take the regulatory reform agenda seriously.

It is particularly concerning that the recently released Borthwick-Milliner review of the Government’s 
regulatory impact analysis processes found that the most significant barrier to improving regulatory 
processes is simply a ‘lack of acceptance and commitment’ by ministers and agencies. 

The Review found that the Government failed to implement many recommendations of previous independent 
reviews designed to improve regulatory processes. It also highlighted ‘considerable dissatisfaction and 
frustration’ amongst business and the not-for-profit sector with the way in which the Government currently 
applies regulatory impact analysis.

The added regulatory burden and red tape of the Rudd-Gillard Government has been detrimental to Australia’s 
competitiveness and contributed to sharply lower job growth and investment than was achieved under the 
Howard Government and which would otherwise have been the case – especially among small businesses 
which struggle to cope with the constant flood of new rules with which they are expected to comply. 

Individuals and businesses are only too aware of the detrimental growth in red tape. 

In October 2012, the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) released its National Red Tape 
Survey, which surveyed 870 businesses across all States and Territories. The survey found that:

•	  73.1 per cent of businesses believe that the overall regulatory compliance burden has increased in 
the past two years; 

•	  60 per cent of businesses spend more than $5,000 per annum directly on costs related to regulatory 
requirements (and more than 16 per cent spend more than $50,000 per annum); and

•	  More than half of businesses believe regulatory compliance prevents business growth.

It is clear that excess red tape is a real concern – not just for individual businesses, but for the competitiveness 
of the country. In a wide range of areas the extent of regulation has gone well passed the threshold where 
costbenefit analysis would suggest such additional regulation is warranted.

What Australia needs is a productivity-focused agenda intent on delivering real increases to income and 
standards of living without compromising standards.
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Excessive regulation not only generates costs for businesses and hence the economy as a whole, it also 
generates direct costs for taxpayers in terms of extra public servants unproductively employed to oversee 
and monitor needless rules and reporting requirements.

Beyond the business sector, excessive regulation has become a growing problem for both individuals and 
groups, such as charities and nonprofit organisations, attempting to help vulnerable Australians.

As a nation we must cut red tape because, by doing so, we will create more job opportunities, more 
investment, a more competitive economy, more time for family, and higher incomes and standards of living 
for all Australians.

BOX 1 – THE IMPACT OF EXCESSIVE RED TAPE ON AUSTRALIA’S COMPETITIVENESS

Australia is approaching a productivity crisis.

Considered over a span of years, on some key measures our productivity is going backwards. According 
to the latest available Australian Bureau of Statistics data, multi-factor productivity (assessed using 
quality adjusted hours worked) fell by 4.2 per cent in Australia from June 2007 to June 2011.

A recent study by the Economist Intelligence Unit in August 2012 ranked Australia as the second worst 
of 51 countries for productivity growth, ahead only of Botswana.

Australia’s ranking has declined from 7th in 2008 to 15th in 2012 in IMD’s World Competitiveness 
Yearbook.

The Business Council of Australia found that the cost of doing business in Australia’s resources sector 
is 30 to 50 per cent higher than in competing jurisdictions in the Asia-Pacific region.

Despite now having the world’s 12th largest economy Australia has fallen to 20th  on the World Economic 
Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index, placing us well behind major competitors like the US, Japan, 
Singapore, the UK, Canada and Hong Kong as well as economies such as Germany, Denmark, Saudi 
Arabia and Qatar.

Moreover, the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index also indicates that Australia has:

•	 Slumped in pay and productivity from 40th in 2007-08 to 80th in 2012-13;

•	 Slumped in the burden of government regulation from 68th in 2007-08 to 96th in 2012-13;

•	 Slumped in extent and effect of taxation from 75th in 2007-08 to 103rd in 2012-13; and

•	 Slumped in terms of transparency of government policymaking from 12th in 2007-08 to 29th 
in 2012-13.
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The Coalition’s Red Tape Reduction Taskforce

To help address the problem of excessive regulation, the Hon Tony Abbott MHR, Leader of the Opposition, 
formed the Coalition Red Tape Reduction Taskforce (the Taskforce) on 1 December 2011, with the purpose of:

•	 Gathering evidence of over-regulation, unnecessary red tape and compliance burdens for individuals, 
community organisations and businesses; and

•	 Reporting on some of the ways to achieve the Coalition’s red tape reduction target of $1 billion every 
year as committed to by the Leader of the Opposition in his May 2011 Budget Reply speech.

The Taskforce is Chaired by Shadow Parliamentary Secretary to the Leader of the Opposition, Senator Arthur 
Sinodinos AO, with Kelly O’Dwyer MP and Senator David Bushby as Deputy Chairs.

The Taskforce consulted widely with businesses, individuals and the community. It held discussions with 
over 180 organisations and received 42 formal submissions.

Clear and consistent feedback has been received on Australia’s regulatory burden. 

The levels, both in volume and reporting requirements, of red tape in Australia are too high and 
counterproductive to job growth, investment, innovation and competitiveness.

Moreover, feedback to the Taskforce indicated that the burden of red tape is broader than simply having to 
comply with the law. Rather, the real red tape regulatory burden includes:

•	  Uncertainty resulting from frequent policy and regulatory changes by governments and regulators, 
often in response to media and interest group pressure with little forewarning and a lack of real and 
substantive consultation with affected parties; 

•	  Compliance with regulatory requirements that often seek to address competing public policy 
objectives or mitigate against risks that either have a low probability of occurrence or limited 
consequences if realised;

•	  The direct cost of achieving regulatory approvals either through business licensing and permit 
costs or through cost recovery activities;

•	  The requirement to provide voluminous amounts of information that is either not used or does not 
assist in meeting the government’s public policy objectives;

•	  The requirement to provide this same information to multiple government departments and 
agencies, as well as sometimes to different levels of government;

•	  The culture and behaviour of governments and regulators who often provide a lack of guidance on 
regulatory obligations, take significant amounts of time to make regulatory decisions, as well as 
provide either inconsistent or inaccurate advice; 

•	  The time and cost required to resolve litigation and other regulatory disputes through the judicial 
system; and

•	  The onerous compliance requirements imposed on businesses providing goods and services to the 
Commonwealth, as well as to organisations receiving Commonwealth funding via grants. 
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Release of the Coalition’s Deregulation Reform Discussion Paper 

Based on the work of the Taskforce, the Coalition has produced a Discussion Paper that outlines our core 
policy principles and deregulation agenda and which specifies a range of potential government initiatives 
aimed at reducing red tape and making regulatory processes more efficient. 

The Discussion Paper also outlines policy measures that a Coalition Government will immediately adopt to 
reduce red tape and drive productivity growth (see Box 2).

The Taskforce will continue to identify excess red tape and will, based on the submissions made to the 
discussion paper and through ongoing consultation with stakeholders, be involved in further developing the 
Coalition’s red tape reduction agenda.

Contributing to the Discussion Paper

The Coalition encourages the business and community sectors, the broader community and interested 
parties to participate in the Discussion Paper process. Written submissions are invited by 29 March 2013 and 
can be sent electronically to sam.f.watson@aph.gov.au or by mail to:

Mr Sam Watson (Coalition Deregulation Taskforce)
C/- Office of the Hon Tony Abbott MHR
Leader of the Opposition 
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600

If interested parties have any questions or need any further information, they should not hesitate to contact 
Mr Sam Watson at the email address above or by phone on (02) 6277 4022.
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DEREGULATION POLICY PRINCIPLES 

The intent of the Coalition’s deregulation agenda is to raise productivity and international competitiveness, 
and reduce the burden – personal and financial – that red tape places on individuals, businesses and 
community organisations. This in turn will promote higher economic growth, higher job growth, more 
innovation and higher standards of living.

We recognise that a prosperous economy and equitable society depend on robust governance frameworks 
that correct market failures, appropriately minimise foreseeable risks to individuals and society as a whole, 
and provide stable and predictable rules under which individuals and businesses can plan and organise their 
activities. Appropriate regulation can also require scarce resources to be directed to those activities that 
generate the most value for society as a whole.

Regulation can, however, easily exceed the point at which the costs of further rules or reporting requirements 
outweigh the benefits. This is especially so since those groups advocating for or formulating additional 
regulations – including the bureaucracy – are typically not those who must directly bear the costs of these 
additional regulations.

The recent growth in regulation appears, at least in part, to be driven less by efforts to improve quality 
standards or ensure the implementation of rules, so much as a desire for bureaucrats and Ministers to have 
a way of ‘passing the buck’ if something goes wrong.

Should we be elected to government, the Coalition will immediately implement a series of policy measures 
that will reduce red tape and drive productivity growth. These policy measures are outlined in Box 2. 

We will adopt a whole of government approach to red tape reduction that centres on enacting substantive 
incentives for senior public servants and Ministers to cut regulations. Through such incentives, we will 
prompt a cultural change in the public service intended to shift the ‘core business’ of the Commonwealth 
public service from onerous regulation and compliance monitoring to efficient service delivery and the 
facilitation of business and economy-wide productivity gains. 

We envisage a public service that actively seeks ways to reduce red tape without compromising desired 
standards so as to promote productivity and higher value-added activities in the economy.  

The Coalition will reduce the regulatory and red tape burden for individuals, businesses and society as a 
whole by at least $1 billion a year. 

We have already outlined a range of measures that will, in toto, remove nearly 2,000 pages of legislation. For 
example, we will remove the 19 separate Acts and 1,100 pages of legislation that comprise the Carbon Tax and 
we will get rid of 11 separate Acts and 525 pages of legislation by repealing the Minerals Resource Rent Tax.

We will provide greater regulatory certainty and transparency for individuals and business. 

We will put in place incentive mechanisms that create a real impetus for senior public servants and Ministers 
to deliver quantified reductions in red tape.  
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We will adopt robust governance and institutional practices that minimise: 

•	 Badly designed law being created and enacted, including inadequate consultation practices; 

•	 Enforcement and compliance regimes that impose disproportionate costs on those being regulated 
without a public benefit;

•	 Regulators operating outside the expectations of the Minister and the original intent of legislation;

•	 Disproportionate and unnecessary information being collected via multiple information collection 
points; 

•	 Overly complex and burdensome procurement and grants management practices; and

•	 Costly and timeconsuming judicial practices which increase the costs and reduce or delay the 
scope to resolve litigation and regulatory disputes.

The Coalition will also seek, where possible, to replace mandatory regulatory reporting requirements with 
independent and random audits backed by substantial penalties for businesses and organisations that fail 
to comply with set standards. 

We have also established a business advisory council that will advise the next Coalition Government. It will 
be chaired by Maurice Newman and will include senior representatives from the manufacturing, agricultural, 
services knowledge economy and information sectors, as well as from the resources sector. The council will 
provide advice on further ways to reduce red tape. Red tape reduction will be a standing agenda item for 
every advisory council meeting. 

The fundamental point of our deregulation agenda is to make Australia a more competitive nation. By doing 
so, we will give current and future generations the best possible platform for stronger job creation, a more 
innovative economy, greater foreign and domestic capital investment in building our nation, and fchigher 
real wages growth. 
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BOX 2 – IMMEDIATE POLICY MEASURES THE COALITION WILL IMPLEMENT TO REDUCE 
THE RED TAPE BURDEN AND LIFT PRODUCTIVITY

An annual $1 billion reduction in red tape

The Coalition will reduce the regulatory and red tape burden for individuals, businesses and society as 
a whole by at least $1 billion a year.

Repeal Labor’s Carbon Tax 

The Coalition’s commitment to abolish the Carbon Tax will lift a $9 billion a year tax burden on Australian 
businesses and households, result in the removal of 19 separate Acts and 1,100 pages of legislation, and 
unwind Labor’s sprawling climate change bureaucracy. 

Repeal the Minerals Resource Rent Tax

The Coalition’s abolition of the Minerals Resource Rent Tax will result in the repeal of 11 separate Acts 
and 525 pages of legislation and remove a significant administrative and compliance burden from the 
industry that even affects mining companies not liable to pay.

Establish a one- stop shop for environmental approvals

The Coalition will simplify the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) 
and all associated bureaucratic arrangements to create a single approvals process for all environmental 
approvals via the State system, as part of long-term agreements with each State and Territory. 

Commonwealth environmental standards will not be changed, but the process of meeting those 
standards will be dramatically streamlined.

An audit of environmental regulation 

The Coalition will commission an audit of all environmental legislation and regulation at local, State 
and Federal levels to identify unworkable, contradictory or incompatible ‘green tape.’ 

Easing the red tape burden on small business

The Coalition will give small business the option to remit the compulsory superannuation payments 
made on behalf of workers, directly to the Australian Taxation Office.

We will give employers the option of opting in to managing the administration of government payments 
to their employees. If they choose not to be the government’s paymaster, the payments will be made by 
the government directly to the employees.

Future of Financial Advice (FOFA) amendments

The Labor Government’s FOFA package will cost an estimated $700 million to implement and impose a 
$375 million compliance burden on the financial services industry each year.

The Coalition will amend the legislation to reduce compliance costs for small business financial 
advisers and consumers who access financial advice. 
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Dedicated Parliamentary sitting days for the repeal of regulation

The Coalition will set aside at least two Parliamentary sitting days each year (one in the spring session 
and one in the autumn session) for the express purpose of repealing unnecessary or counterproductive 
legislation and consequently removing associated regulations.

Establish a regulation repeal agenda

The Coalition will create a red tape reduction unit within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 
that is responsible for implementing a whole of government approach to cutting regulation. 

This unit will, within the first six months of a Coalition Government, outline a comprehensive agenda of 
legislation and regulations that will be repealed over the first term of a Coalition Government. 

This agenda will move to abolish regulations that are detrimental to productivity or impose higher costs 
than benefits, as well as regulations that are redundant. The red tape reduction unit will report directly 
to the Prime Minister and the Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for Deregulation. 

This initiative will make red tape reduction a matter of central concern for the Prime Minister.
It will also provide the type of top-down approach needed to drive quantified and substantial reductions 
in red tape across the whole of government. 

Mandatory Regulatory Impact Statements for Cabinet consideration

The Coalition will require all Cabinet submissions to include a Regulatory Impact Statement and for 
that Statement to quantify (in dollar terms) the cost to business and/or the community of any new 
regulations or, in the rare instances where a Regulatory Impact Statement is not warranted (e.g. on 
foreign policy) the relevant Minister will be required to detail why a Statement is not required. 

Requiring the cost of new regulations to be offset by new cost saving measures for business and 
the community

The Coalition will require Ministers, departments and agencies to identify quantified (in dollar terms) 
measures that offset the cost impost to business of any new regulations. 

For example, a new regulation that has a compliance cost to small business of $30 million will be offset by 
measures that provide $30 million in cost savings or efficiency benefits to small business over the financial 
year. The fundamental objective is for all new regulations to have a cost neutral impact on business. 

Reform of community service agencies and providers

Recent years have seen a steep increase in the amount of time community service agencies and 
providers (such as child care facilities) are required to devote purely to completing paperwork for 
bureaucrats rather than providing services. 

While maintaining quality standards, the Coalition will work with the community service agencies and 
providers to simplify reporting and audit requirements. We will also ensure family services agencies will 
negotiate just one contract with the Department, instead of having multiple contracts imposed on them.

By eliminating needless paperwork the time of staff at community service agencies and providers will 
be freed up, allowing nurses and other staff to spend more time directly assisting those in their care. 
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Reforming the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)

Under the Rudd-Gillard Government COAG has become a parking lot for difficult decisions. The 
Coalition will bring an end to this by streamlining COAG meeting agendas and focusing on concrete 
outcomes that reduce red tape for business.

Reducing the Paid Parental Leave red tape burden

The Coalition will reduce the red tape burden of paid parental leave. Unlike Labor’s scheme, which 
places an administrative burden on small business, the Coalition’s paid parental leave plan will be 
administered by the Commonwealth Government’s Family Assistance Office. 

Replacing mandatory reporting with audits

The Coalition will seek, where possible and without detriment to quality standards, to replace mandatory 
regulatory reporting requirements with independent and random audits backed by substantial penalties 
for businesses and organisations that fail to comply with set standards.

An annual red tape report to be tabled in Parliament

The Coalition will require the Minister for Finance and Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for 
Deregulation to table an annual red tape reduction report in Parliament that clearly outlines the 
quantum of red tape reduced over the past twelve months, the compliance cost savings to business 
and details of whether individual departments and agencies have reduced or added to red tape over 
the year.

Genuine consultation with business and the community

The Coalition will engage in genuine consultation with business, the not-for-profit sector and the 
community before introducing regulations and we will work with these groups to stop unnecessary red 
tape from being introduced in the first place. 

Consultation on new regulations will ideally be of no less than eight weeks in duration. 

This will be part of the Coalition’s drive to produce a cultural change within the Commonwealth 
bureaucracy, in relation to red tape, to overcome the problems identified in the Borthwick-Milliner review.

A dedicated website to expose real-life red tape excess

The Coalition will set-up a website where business and the community can identify real life examples 
of unnecessary red tape. This initiative will allow the community to notify the Commonwealth of 
unnecessary, excessive and costly regulations that should be repealed. 

The website will operate under the red tape unit within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet. 
It will provide real life feedback on the impact new regulations and to assess whether new regulations 
are functioning as intended and without unintended cost implications. 
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MATTERS FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSION

1. Cutting red tape 

The Coalition will reduce the red tape burden on individuals, businesses, not for profits and the Australian 
community as a whole by at least $1 billion a year.

As Box 3 illustrates, there is a vast array of red tape that is of spurious purpose and detrimental to Australia’s 
productivity and competitiveness. 

Meaningful reductions in red tape can best be achieved if appropriate and effective incentive mechanisms 
are put in place for those public agents (including Ministers and senior public servants) responsible for 
reducing regulations over time. Incentive measures to reduce red tape should be accompanied by incentives 
to curb the number of new regulations introduced. 

Transparency and regular reporting by Government on red tape reduction targets and the ongoing compliance 
cost to individuals, businesses and society can, for example, act as an effective ‘name and shame’ incentive 
to departments and Ministers alike, as can linking red tape reduction to tangible financial rewards for public 
servants.

There is also a need to address actual or perceived problems with lack of accountability when it comes 
to red tape reduction. If red tape reduction is to not only be achieved, but accurately reported, verified 
and maintained over time, it is necessary that agents responsible for achieving these outcomes are clearly 
identified and accountable for their performance. 

The Coalition seeks industry, community and interested party comment on:

1a. Requiring each department and agency, within existing resources, to create a dedicated unit (led 
by a publicly identified departmental official of at least SES1 or higher level) that is responsible 
to the Secretary and charged with driving red tape reduction.

1b. Within no more than 12 months, requiring each department and agency to audit and quantify, 
within existing resources, the cost to business and individuals of complying with the regulations 
administered by the department and agency.

1c. Requiring each department and agency, within existing resources, to reduce red tape every year 
and for this reduction to be recorded in annual reports and annually reported to the relevant 
Minister and the Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for Deregulation.

1d. Introducing specific regulatory performance targets for each Secretary, with these targets to 
include quantified reductions in red tape (measured by both the number of regulations cut and 
the reduction in red tape costs imposed on business or the community).

1e.  Linking remuneration of Senior Executive Service public servants, including future pay increases 
and bonuses, to quantified and proven reductions in red tape

1f.  Making the meeting of annual red tape reduction targets a key performance criterion to be 
considered in determining the re-appointment of departmental Secretaries.

1g. Methods, principles and practices to best ensure business and the community are appropriately 
and effectively consulted on new regulations and their likely cost impact.
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BOX 3 – EXAMPLES OF EXCESS RED TAPE

Red tape frustrates projects that create jobs, exports and support local communities. The Olympic 
Dam project, for example, required an environmental impact statement that was 29 chapters long, 
included 51 appendices and took more than three years of work and consultation. This was followed 
by a requirement to produce a supplementary statement that was 35 chapters long with 51 appendices 
and 13 information sheets. 

The Business Council of Australia identified a resource project that required 4,000 meetings and 
a 12,000 page report before approval was granted. Even then, 1,200 State and 300 Commonwealth 
conditions were placed on the project. 

Parents applying for the Government’s paid parental leave scheme must fill in a 48 page application 
form after reading over 30 pages of dense instructions. They must, in effect, prepare a new prospective 
tax return for the six month period commencing with the birth of a child, but without the benefit of the 
usual information provided by employers on group certificates. 

Safe Work Australia’s revised National Code on Bullying lists “not providing enough work” as a form 
of “indirect bullying,” along with constantly changing deadlines or setting timelines that are difficult 
to achieve. The Code even prohibits “eye-rolling responses” that might “diminish a person's dignity.”

There are over 345 pages of regulations for Labor’s National Quality Framework for childcare. Amongst 
these is a requirement for childcare providers to ‘diarise’ learning journeys for each child as young as 
one month old and explain the learning outcomes of each interaction for parents.

The Carbon Tax legislation is over 1,100 pages long and spans 19 Acts of Parliament, while the Minerals 
Resource Rent Tax is over 500 pages long.

Job Services Australia providers are required to diarise the content of each meeting they have with a 
job seeker. This, according to the providers, often takes longer than the actual meeting with the job 
seeker themselves.

When an aged care provider decides to transfer approved aged care places to a different provider, a 
39 page application process is required. Each time there is a change in key personnel within an aged 
care provider, forms are required. As key personnel include facility managers and turnover of facility 
managers throughout the aged care industry is particularly high, this means that a great deal of time 
is spent completing these forms. As each new key personnel member joins the provider, the provider 
is required to complete an 11-page “Add” form. If they cease to be key personnel, a four-page “Cease” 
form is completed. If the key personnel moves from one key personnel position to another with the 
same approved provider, a four-page “Change” form is required. 

After successfully tendering a comprehensive business plan in an Aged Care Approval Round, 
upon commencement that aged care provider is required to complete another new document and 
contains similar questions regarding how it will fulfil its responsibilities as an approved provider. This 
is in addition to completing a 50 page self-assessment document for the Accreditation Agency and 
an application for certification. Whilst this document is not required to be submitted, providers are 
required to have it available. 
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KPMG recently found that “no Australian taxation legislation is more complicated in its application 
than the Minerals Resource Rent Tax.”

Cochlear has said that the Therapeutic Goods Administration took 14 months longer to approve its 
product than European authorities took to approve a similar product.

Proposed changes under the Marriage Celebrants Programme include annual performance review 
questionnaires and the introduction of additional bureaucratic charges, such as an annual registration 
charge of $240 and a new application charge of $600, plus a $30 charge for processing applications for 
exemptions from the charges.

The Baptist Church has estimated that it will have to spend an additional $1 million per annum of scare 
resources to meet new reporting requirements for the not-for-profit sector.

The Australian Conservation Foundation has said that the Government’s Australian Charities and 
Not-for-Profit Commission “will duplicate reporting obligations,” Mission Australia has stated the 
Government’s changes to the sector are “not sufficiently well balanced by a commitment to enable the 
not-for-profit sector to reduce duplication of reporting and to provide public confidence in the sector” 
and the Housing Industry Association has said that “the proposed provisions will increase regulatory 
costs and compliance without any public or private benefit.”

The Institute of Public Affairs recently found that health care providers may be required to liaise with up 
to 100 health care regulators and deal with nearly 80 Commonwealth regulators and between 15 and 20 
in each State. There are now more than 22,600 pages of combined State and Federal legislation across 
305 different Acts of Parliament covering the health sector. 

The Commonwealth Ombudsman found in 2010 that many Indigenous programmes “risk failure due to 
complex and onerous government reporting requirements.”

The Australian National Audit Office’s 2012 review of Indigenous service delivery found that “the extent 
of administration that is associated with individual funding agreements—from the funding application 
process through to operational plans and reporting requirements—can create a high administration 
load for organisations, limiting the utilisation of existing capacity for the actual delivery of programs 
and services.” 

2. Improved Commonwealth Government regulatory gatekeeping requirements 

Regulations are often created simply because too little critical consideration is given to both the necessity 
for new regulations and the impact of these regulations on individuals, businesses and society as a whole.

There needs to be a strengthening of the regulatory gatekeeping requirements.

In concert with better incentive mechanisms to curb unnecessary new regulations, the role of Regulatory 
Impact Statements (RISs) should once again be made more purposeful and effective. 

The Commonwealth Government via the Office of Best Practice Regulation (OBPR) requires government 
departments and agencies to prepare RISs for regulatory proposals that are “likely to have a regulatory 
impact on business or the not-for-profit sector, unless that impact is of a minor or machinery nature and does 
not substantially alter existing arrangements.” 
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However, since the OBPR was transferred out of the Productivity Commission to the Department of Finance 
by the current Labor government, there is a widespread view that RISs have become more proforma and 
less responsive to the legitimate concerns of affected parties. It has also become commonplace for the RIS 
process to be waived altogether for key regulatory changes.

The recent Independent Review of the Australian Government’s Regulatory Impact Analysis Process made a 
number of recommendations, including that in all but exceptional circumstances, a RIS should be split into 
two stages: an ‘options stage’ and a ‘details stage.’ The Coalition supports this approach in-principle.

An effective RIS is one that clearly identifies the problem or issue that gives rise to the need for regulation 
in the first place (i.e. it spells out the market failure that the regulation is intended to address with the 
view to providing greater benefits than costs to the economy). It should detail options that may constitute 
viable means for achieving desired objectives, with an assessment of the impact on consumers, business, 
government and the community. It should also outline preferred options and a strategy for implementing 
these options.  

The Coalition seeks industry, community and interested party comment on:

2a.  The Coalition’s proposal to transfer the Office of Best Practice Regulation to the Department 
of Prime Minister and Cabinet where it can function more effectively as a gatekeeper against 
unnecessary or illdesigned regulation across the whole of government.

2b. The requirement for departments and agencies to produce a RIS that outlines the cost and 
benefit impact of the option selected by government, with RISs also produced for subordinate 
and quasi legislation.

2c. Requiring Cabinet submissions to detail any new regulations associated with legislation or 
policy proposals and, where relevant, to quantify the financial impact on businesses, individuals 
and society of complying with those regulations. 

3. Reducing Regulatory Uncertainty 

Investment, productivity and job growth depend on business confidence and certainty. 

Snap regulatory decisions such as the ban on live cattle exports to Indonesia are already detrimental to 
business, to the interests of workers and to Australia’s competitiveness. Likewise, retrospective changes 
to tax legislation which penalise businesses and individuals for conduct they understood to be legal and 
that was legal under the rules applying at the time (e.g. amendments to the Petroleum Resource Rent Tax 
backdated to 1990) should clearly be avoided wherever possible. 

The Coalition recognises that Government should provide as much policy and regulatory certainty as possible 
so as to minimise risks to individuals and business and thus give greater confidence for employment and 
investment growth.

Commonwealth regulators should also administer regulations objectively and fairly.
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There have, however, been many instances of regulators providing incorrect and inconsistent guidance and 
advice. This results in businesses required to pay costly fees for consultants or accountants to navigate the 
maze of regulation. It has also at times resulted in businesses or individuals finding themselves subject to 
legal proceedings or penalties for actions which they took in good faith, based on advice about regulatory 
requirements provided to them by bureaucrats which later turned out to be mistaken.

The Coalition seeks industry, community and interested party comment on:

3a.  The Commonwealth avoiding retrospective legislative or administrative rulings (i.e. rulings 
contrary to prior administrative practice), except in extreme circumstances where there is a 
compelling and reasoned justification consistent with wider community benefit or interest.

3b. A requirement that Ministers issue and publish charter letters to the Chairs and Chief Executives 
of Commonwealth regulatory agencies outlining the Minister’s broad policy intent and 
expectations with respect to their policy and administrative powers.

3c.  The Productivity Commission be set the task of identifying and describing the framework by which 
the regulatory performance of regulatory agencies will be audited and, from the implementation 
of this framework, that the Office of Best Practice Regulation perform an audit at least once 
every three years of the extent to which regulatory agencies are providing appropriate, timely 
and consistent advice and guidance to affected stakeholders.

4. Improving Commonwealth Grants and Procurement

The Coalition believes that it should be standard business of any government to ensure taxpayers get the 
most efficient and cost effective delivery of government services. 

The Commonwealth administers a large number of grants across multiple departments and agencies. 
According to the Department of Finance, in 2010-11 Commonwealth Government agencies entered into more 
than 79,000 contracts for property and services valued in excess of $32.6 billion. 

Any opportunities to streamline grant application and administrative processes would provide obvious 
efficiency benefits to both applicants and the Commonwealth.

There is increasing evidence that Commonwealth procurement processes are sometimes imposing 
unnecessary compliance costs on both the Commonwealth and the business community.

The Commonwealth has, over recent years, overseen a proliferation of procurement panels. The 
Commonwealth has approximately 80 procurement panels currently in place. Some service providers 
indicated that the cost of registration per panel is $40,000 or more. 

It is especially frustrating that Commonwealth departments and agencies frequently issue Requests for 
Tender outside the panel process established for services of a similar nature. Overly complex contracting 
arrangements also result in inconsistent insurance liability and indemnity requirements where the nature of 
the good or service provided is effectively similar or the same.
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5. Promoting Better Regulation by the States and Across the Region

Where possible, the Commonwealth should promote less burdensome and more consistent regulation 
across the States.

Enhancing Australia’s relative productivity and international competitiveness will require identifying and 
adopting international regulatory best practice. To do so will require developing a public policy case for 
change that highlights the differences between current regulatory practice in Australia and best practice 
wherever it exists.

The Commonwealth could consider establishing a national benchmark scheme for local councils across 
Australia to measure approval processing times and promote efficient administration and regulatory 
management practices.

Participation in the scheme would be on a voluntary basis with the Commonwealth potentially offering 
incentive payments for participating local councils that demonstrate the most efficient administrative and 
processing practices while maintaining sufficient quality standards.

The red tape burden on Australian businesses could also be reduced by greater adoption of mutual 
recognition arrangements domestically and with our regional neighbours. 

The Coalition seeks industry, community and interested party comment on:

4a. The establishment of a centralised register of Commonwealth grants recipients administered by 
the Department of Finance and Deregulation.

4b. The Commonwealth adopting a common form contract encapsulating the terms and conditions 
all Commonwealth departments, agencies and service providers would agree to as part of their 
grants arrangements.

4c.  The establishment of a single, rationalised Commonwealth procurement panel that would 
administer a centralised register of service providers who wish to contract to the Commonwealth. 
This register, encompassing all firms registered under the procurement panels, would be 
centrally administered by the Department of Finance and Deregulation.

4d. Including a short form for procurement tender responses for those service providers who already 
meet the requirements of the appropriate panel. 

4e. Standardising contractual arrangements for similar goods and services purchased by the 
Commonwealth, including requirements for insurance liability.

4f. Standardising whole of government probity guidelines that allow appropriate commercial 
discussions to take place during the tendering process.

4g. Increasing the threshold for sole source contracts to an appropriate amount to reduce the cost of 
procurement for the Commonwealth and service providers for relatively low amounts of money 
(subject to requiring a public and legally binding declaration by procurement officers that they 
have no conflictofinterest in awarding such contracts).
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The Coalition seeks industry, community and interested party comment on:

5a. The establishment of a national benchmark scheme for local councils across Australia to measure 
approval processing times and promote efficient administration and regulatory management 
practices.

5b. The pursuit of regulatory mutual recognition with our regional neighbours with the intent 
of reducing the red tape burden for Australian business without compromising on quality, 
workplace or safety standards. 

Regulatory mutual recognition is the process of a government recognising the validity within its own 
legal jurisdiction of laws, regulations, standards, certification procedures or other regulatory decisions of 
another government. In the context of the Commonwealth Government, this could mean the Commonwealth 
recognising the regulatory decisions or assessments of a State or Territory government in various regulatory 
areas, or agreeing to recognise in Australia the regulatory decisions or assessments of a foreign government.

Using regulatory mutual recognition allows for a greater and faster flow of people, goods and services 
while respecting the laws, regulatory decisions and sovereignty of other governments. The Commonwealth 
government currently uses mutual recognition in dealing both with state and territory governments as well 
as with New Zealand. 

Further embracing mutual recognition could assist greatly in overcoming current regulatory barriers and 
unnecessary regulatory duplication, both domestically and internationally.
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